whether we want legal pluralism, how it has occurred, and what it entails for various societies. Yet despite its veiled presence in various facets of legal pluralism, both at the theoretical level and in praxis, political power has been ill-defined and, more challenging, rather ill-conceptualized. Although studies in legal pluralism have referred to issues concerning what state law and law generally are, the concept of what power is and where it lies in de-centered or poly-centered legal settings has been underdeveloped. Legal pluralism has often resonated with false images of symmetrical power relations, whereas power relations between and among various entities in legal pluralism, as analyzed below, have been asymmetrical. 3 Accordingly, I would like to explicate legal pluralism through the prism of political power. Where is the locus of political power in legal decentralization, and has political power been decentralized under legal pluralism? Since normative and theoretical models of legal pluralism have aimed at challenging the centralism of state law, I argue that we need to understand whether legal pluralism has had any concept of power and what it means to the understanding of law. Furthermore, the search for political power in legal pluralism requires special emphasis in the "age of globalization," as more intensive interactions between different types of practices and various regimes of regulation 4 seem to speciously obscure the existence of political power as a means of constructing and disciplining collective and individual experiences. The "age of globalization" will be further discussed below.
Research on legal pluralism has tended to disregard political power. In her trailblazing article, Sally Engle Merry argued for two types of legal pluralism -the classic and the new. 5 The first has dealt mainly with colonialism and its ramifications for postcolonial states. The latter has predominantly dealt with the multiplicity of legal identities and practices in non-colonial settings. Merry's schematic distinction notwithstanding, legal pluralism has posed a challenge to the fact that, despite the importance of identities to the constitution of our personalities, interests and behavior, sexual orientation, disabilities, and religiosity) were largely overlooked as major topics for research in law and society until the 1960s. Accordingly, scholars have debated over what constitutes law for various identities, but have marginalized the question of where the political power that generates and constructs law in poly-centered settings actually lies. 7 On the other hand, even following the emergence of legal realism, and partly due to it, law scholars have been inclined to study the "internal" mechanisms of legal systems, delving into their institutional legalistic logic and procedures, while research into informal power in a multiplicity of identities in law has largely been ignored. 8 This disregard of political power was largely empowered with the surfacing of analytical positivist jurisprudence in the early 1960s along with other trends of thought that conceived of law as "autonomous," as independent of contingencies of practices and identities. To the contrary, other studies have eliminated political power from law because they have conceived law as completely dependent on politics, lacking any power to affect societies above its mere dependence on politicians. Hence, political scientists and sociologists have been inclined to contemplate law as either a given formal framework that sets the rules of the political game, as functionalists and structuralists have imagined, or as a purely ideological epiphenomenon, as Marxists and Neo-Marxists have claimed.
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Against this backdrop, it is easily comprehensible why legal pluralism is an important trend in scholarship, and yet lacks a theory of political power. This absence of a theory of political power in legal pluralism invites explication all the more considering the fact that legal pluralism has not ignored state law but has considered it as only one part, however fragmented and polycentric, in a more compound setting of law that includes non-state legal orders.
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This conceptual absence of political power in studies of legal pluralism is the main topic of my Article, which is divided into the following arguments. First, referring to a specific intellectual context, it explores why legal pluralism is an important body of studies, yet has failed to conceptualize the issue of political power while systematically addressing it. Second, it explicates three dimensions in which political power simultaneously controls and is challenged by the praxis of legal pluralism: identity politics, non-ruling communities, and neo-liberal globalization. Third, it demystifies the imagined separation between state law and non-state legal orders, accordingly analyzing why state power is (still) being maintained and how it is strategizing legal pluralism, also amidst neo-liberal globalization. Last, it suggests how legal pluralism can be integrated with a theory of political power.
II. A PROBLEMATIC REVOLT: RELATIVISM VS. POSITIVISM, AND NO POLITICAL POWER?
Two contemporary trends have shaped the interests of scholars in understanding the effects of legal pluralism on law, and in analyzing how law is being pluralized and yet is marginalizing some identities. First, behavioral studies have explicated how identities may affect legal norms, legal institutions, and judicial behavior. 11 At one time, identities were primarily defined as given in this field, not as a matter of recurring construction, generation, and deconstruction. Later, however, behavioralists have looked into identities as being in a constant flux over time.
12 Yet the concept of political power, in its various possible forms and articulations, as a crucial social force that constitutes identities in law, has been missing from research.
A second scholarly trend that has affected the research of legal pluralism is critical studies of law, primarily authored by critical racial and feminist scholars who have referred to political power in the context of race hegemony and patriarchy. They have often, however, neglected in-depth investigations of political power, beyond general references. In these studies, identities were not taken as given, nor as autonomously constructed, but as manipulatively framed by state ideologies, social hegemonic groups, state mechanisms, and economic interests fanned by global forces. Identities in law were explicated 11 as embedded in and constructed through social class, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation and the state. 13 Mounting awareness of multiculturalism as a challenge to the nation-state, the emergence of diverse, politically active identity groups, especially after the formal end of the Cold War, and a certain weakening in the efficacy of the nation-state have enhanced studies on the politics of identities and legal pluralism.
14 Hence, at the outset of the 21st century, the scholarship on identities in law and legal pluralism has made significant advances and includes an inspiring array of knowledge.
The emergence of legal pluralism constituted a Western intellectual revolt that should be comprehended in historical context. It was a revolt against Western attempts, which -unlike rabbinical Judaism (primarily until the 18th century), Shari'a Islam, and Buddhismaimed at separating law, politics, and religion. Further, it was a revolt against liberal attempts to "purify" law of politics and of social-class constraints. Legal pluralism was a revolt against a project that had resulted in analytical positivist jurisprudence. Such positivist jurisprudence was constructed through British modern positivism, Kelsen's pre-and postwar (anti-Shmittian) engineering jurisprudence, Scandinavian early 20th century rational naturalistic approaches, 15 and, more recently, U.S. judicial behavioralism.
Accordingly, legal pluralism was not merely an interpretative evolution of legal realism, nor a solely Western revolt against centralism. Rather, it was a critical reaction to the predominance of analytical positivist jurisprudence in many law schools. nation-state eliminated endogenous communities in Europe, 17 and it has been relatively innocent of other legal experiences in Asia where law could not sustain itself outside traditions. 18 Yet, under these constraints, legal pluralism has been a significant intellectual revolt.
First, legal pluralism has opposed the bias of teleological modernization embedded in analytical positivist jurisprudence. Following H.L.A. Hart, analytical jurisprudence has presumed that only pre-modern law was founded on morality, habits, and historical contingencies, while the validity of modern law is grounded in rules of interpretation and recognition, formal authorization and consent, and not in habits and practices. 19 In contrast, legal pluralism has explicated how identity practices, traditions, and various moralities constitute informal laws, and validate, challenge and deconstruct formal state law in various historical contexts. While neglecting to theorize political power, legal pluralism has been interested in the practical use of law and has unveiled its impermanency and dependence on contingencies. 20 Second, while Hart and his intellectual followers have contemplated how to limit uncertainty in law and attain one "correct" solution to legal problems, 21 to its life, seeing both obedience and resistance as deriving from interactions between a multiplicity of conflicting norms, interpretations, and practices. 22 Fourth, analytical positivist jurisprudence was a vertical movement, mainly preoccupied with formalistic central authorities of state law and the consent to their regulation. 23 In contrast, legal pluralism, as a bottom-up approach, has primarily been concerned with interactions between localities and state sites, and lately with interactions between localities and some global and transnational agents in international law and economy. 24 Fifth, considerations of social justice are not substantially central, if not essentially external, to issues of legal validity in analytical positivist jurisprudence. In legal pluralism, however, visions of social justice and their challenges to law are of prime importance to legal validity. Sixth, last and fundamentally not least, for analytical positivist jurisprudence rules of interpretation and recognition are autonomous in the sociopolitical space, independent of politics. For legal pluralists law is re/produced through political interactions, in a dynamic process through which various legal practices and other social forces negotiate and often come in conflict with each other.
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These very significant contributions notwithstanding, legal pluralism lacks a theoretical search for and conceptualization of political power. It recognizes state law as a source and articulation of legal domination, and underscores the significance of non-state legal orders and practices as carriers of dissent and mobilization. However, especially when dealing with non-postcolonial entities, legal pluralism does not theorize political power in the context of 22 a diversity of legal orders (state and non-state) that are in conflict over resources and control. Since it has largely been ingrained in de-centered conceptions of law, it has neglected to look beyond relativism in search of the political apparatuses that may construct and generate pluralism itself.
This Article argues that two moves are required for the conceptualization of political power in legal pluralistic contexts. We should look in greater depth into non-ruling communities, namely collectivities with concrete sets of identity practices and organizations (often minorities) that are excluded and marginalized in state power foci. 26 These communities may be sources of counter-hegemonic power against the state and yet may maintain intra-communal hegemonic power against their members.
27 Thus we need to understand how the state in a legal pluralistic context may dominate non-ruling communities and yet have some of its power transferred to these communities through strategies of individual rights and group rights alike. Globalization matters significantly since it fosters state abilities (e.g., through cooptation of more economic resources) and also imposes new constraints (e.g., through some international monitoring) on state control over non-ruling communities through transformative relations of political power.
Whether as an epistemological product, as ideology, or as daily practices, legal pluralism has not been only a consequence of irreducible historical developments. Rather, it is a significant product of strategies used by the state to control and construct power relations while giving up some of its political domination through transformative relations with local and global actors. These actors may be either more traditional, e.g., indigenous non-ruling communities, or more contemporary, like multinational companies. Legal pluralism is neither a given self-propelled cultural phenomenon nor an epiphenomenological articulation of disciplinary power. It should be studied (also) as a state strategy in the midst of globalization, designed to preserve dominating hegemonic legalistic "harmony." Yet it does acknowledge some legality of challenges to the nation-state, especially now that some of the state's powers are dwindling and others are reinforcing themselves amidst globalization and through its agents. 26 For more elaborated definitions, see BARZILAI, supra note 1. 27 
III. WHERE IS POLITICAL POWER IN LEGAL PLURALISM? A. Praxis of Pluralism and (De-)Centering of Politics
One dimension of political power in legal pluralism is that of the politics of identities. The politics of identities is not separated from the legal field; rather, it both poses a challenge to state law and expands its scope. No understanding of the legal setting, whether municipal, state, communal or international, can be promising without an analysis of how collective identities form, challenge and generate law in its various configurations. Analytical and theoretical separation between "public" law and "private" law may be confusing, since law neither can be separated nor should it be isolated from identities that compose our personalities and collectivities. 28 32 While some scholars distinguish between various types of groups, as if identity groups are distinct from cultural groups, I have explicated and conceptualized why law is being shaped through groups that have developed collective practices, whether based on "identity" or based on "culture." Accordingly, I have referred to identity groups as a generic term that points to any group that has generated some collective practices towards or in law. See BARZILAI, supra note 1.
the vehicles for the gathering of sociopolitical forces, which hold opposing views on what "equality" is and how it may be achieved, to attain more justice by challenging and reforming law. Their legal tactics may vary vastly from demobilization of state law and grassroots activities, through litigation, mobilization and legislation, to counter-mobilization. In many instances state law -partly due to globalization -is a major focus for concerns among and between identity groups. 33 Amidst essential attempts of identity groups to challenge politics that is embedded in law, struggles over political power are always a source of practices that constitute and further generate legal pluralism. In this context of political power in the politics of identities, several types of legal collective action should be unveiled.
Thus, demobilization of state law is often cemented in very significant lack of trust towards and even alienation from state law. While demobilization does not straightforwardly challenge political power through direct collective action that expressly defies agents of state power, it may lead to de-centering of state law, placing some limits on its effective scope by practically forming alternative communal systems of unwritten and written laws (lex scripta and lex non-scripta), 34 for example among religious fundamentalist communities. 35 It also may lead to grassroots activities, which are remote from formal state law and significantly within its shadows (e.g., feminists helping battered and sexually abused women, assisting prostitutes, and consciousnessraising groups). Accordingly, demobilization of state law may constitute formal and informal non-state localities of political power.
Another tactic of collective action in legal pluralism is mobilization of state law. This may reinforce the state's political power since its legalistic mechanism and recognizable hermeneutics are utilized and reproduced by social movements, NGOs, interest groups, lawyers, legislators, and human rights activists. Once identity groups start utilizing legislation, regulation and court rulings in order to secure state legal remedies, they grant legitimacy to the state and its agents in the context of national legal ideology. Hence, this kind of mobilization in legal pluralism serves to center the fundamentals of 33 state power. Yet, incrementally and in historical processes, legal mobilization through identity groups may generate group rights that better protect nonruling communities from the state and better advance identity groups' interests. Due to developments in international law, mainly through an increase in international regulation and its incorporation into processes of domestic lawmaking (however rhetorical they may have been), legal mobilization has de-centered the politics of allocation of public goods in the nation-state, even to a limited degree. As I argue below, identity groups have pluralized the legal field but have not been inclined to alter the basic structures of political power. Rather, they have imposed some legal pressures on nation-states to equalize the distribution of some public resources, e.g., budgets.
Due to developments in international law and international tribunals, 36 identity groups are better able to transcend their local predicaments through the use of international forums in the hope that internationalization of their local predicaments will generate more justice. 37 However, the experiences of human rights NGOs in countries such as Israel, Mexico and Russia point to the fact that political power is very persistent and the structure of central governments' domination is hardly altered even when some egalitarian changes in the allocation of public goods are finally recognized in domestic politics. 38 Indeed, law is being constituted through unexpected practices of identities which engender (also) an alternative nomos to the prevailing socio-legal "order." 39 of a compound, multiplayer and politicized process, identities are shaped, practiced, generated, constructed, reconstructed and deconstructed, and in turn they form and deform laws in ways that serve particularistic socioeconomic and political interests. Most often the outcome is not an alteration in the basic structures of political power but greater equality in the allocation of public goods. 40 Heretofore, I have established that there is no identity process in legal pluralism that is independent of political power. Thus, legal mobilization may empower and expand state law, but it also may somewhat equalize the allocation of public goods and limit discrimination through the use of a language of legal rights. Demobilization may construct non-state legal orders that, in turn, may challenge state power and also constitute intra-communal political power. These sources of non-state challenges to state power may be simultaneously hegemonic towards group members and counter-hegemonic towards the nation-state. Globalization counts in being a source and generator of further externalization of local predicaments and a source for internalizing some liberal values. Generally, however, identity politics in legal pluralism has not been inclined to reform the basic structures of states' political power. Now, let us proceed to look at non-state entities that may be localities of power and yet potential sources of challenge to state power. These entities should be a major factor in any theory of political power in legal pluralism.
B. Below and Above the Bridge: Non-Ruling Communities and Globalization
Legal pluralism is embedded in communities that have largely constructed our personal attitudes towards law. 41 over recognition and even hegemony in legal pluralism. 42 Both indigenous communities and communities of immigrants may be at once a source of challenges to power and a basis for the constitution of power towards their own members and beyond. Often the very same communities, as religious and ethnic communities, may defy hegemonic ideologies and yet subjugate and marginalize their own members through the use of communal discipline and mechanisms of intra-communal regulation and punishment. 43 Hence, communities need to be a significant pillar in our understanding of political power in legal pluralism.
In legal pluralistic societies the democratic state, not to mention the nondemocratic state, has used modern law to consolidate national consciousness, most often through legalistic codifications. In this context, state law has tended to suppress distinct identities of non-ruling communities, and in turn it has asserted "social integration" and has professed to ensure collective social and economic security and "harmony."
44 State (national) courts have frequently embraced such a centrist ideology and have promulgated norms dictated by the hegemonic culture. 45 Globalization has not drastically altered this situation. While the number of international covenants and institutions has sharply increased, criminal international law (particularly after the Pinochet affair) has developed, and litigation in international forums has risen dramatically at the outset of the 21st century, 46 state courts are (still) sluggish in empowering non-ruling communities. In countries such as, inter alia, Guatemala, Mexico, Spain, Turkey, Israel, India, and France, to name just a few, the globalizing language of individual rights may be used by courts not necessarily to promote justice but to subjugate non-ruling communities. Accordingly, individual rights have been perceived 42 Crenshaw, supra note 33. The term "community" is preferred over "group" since the latter notion veils the fact that when people are bonded through collective identities they are significantly embedded in these identities and construct a specific collective culture. The term "community" also sharpens the differences between interest groups, which function for the promotion of specific interests of their members without necessarily being bonded by identities, and communities that are constructed by joint and bounded identities. 43 SHACHAR, supra note 1; Barzilai, supra note 28. 44 and promoted as justifying the dissolution of communities for the protection of individual autonomy.
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Legal pluralism is not necessarily an inclusive phenomenon. Nation-states may construct ideologies and a public policy of legal pluralism for the purpose of promoting political control over non-ruling communities. Thus, separate jurisdictions of Shari'a in family law among Muslims have been useful for preventing the respective Muslim minorities from fully challenging the legitimacy of Israel, as a Jewish republic, and India, as a secular state yet under Hindu hegemony. 48 As a state strategy, legal pluralism may be generated as a sectarian categorization that promotes intolerance towards people, like immigrants, who don't "belong" to the core ideological and citizenship setting. 49 Hence, historically, legal pluralism in its basic sense of multiplicity of jurisdictions has been generated not only in democracies but also in authoritarian systems as the Hapsburg and Ottoman Empires where non-ruling communities were granted some autonomy under state control.
Globalization has not redeemed legal pluralism from its national constraints. Despite the greater ease with which non-state values can pass from one country to another in transnational interactions, the nation-state is still powerful in a legal pluralist context. While international neo-liberalism, which lies at the heart of globalization, has partially altered the location of capital -somewhat externalizing and internationalizing the means of production and capital -it has not drastically reduced the nation-state's political power. Furthermore, the globalization of the past quarter-century has been mainly a Western phenomenon, which has largely escaped black Africa, has only partly penetrated Latin America, and is barely recognizable in some parts of Asia. In all of these regions different forms of domestic control in various contexts of legal pluralism have been prominent.
True, in some instances globalization has weakened the structure of the nation-state and has empowered non-state agents, such as, for example, multinational corporations. 50 Privatization of some public 47 See, e.g., GLENDON, supra note 31. services, interactive economies of information technologies, international regulation, and multinational corporations are dramatically downsizing direct governmental control of some public spheres, such as industrial production, banking, education, electricity, communication, health, and policing. Yet globalization has not eradicated the state as a major source of political power in legal pluralism. Thus, numerous regions of the world have reacted very differently to more American-led, neo-liberal trans-nationalization of capital flow. Western Europe and North America have experienced intensive attempts to internationalize their economies. Thus, especially in the framework of the EU, the nation-state has lost some of its power. 51 Yet in East Asia, for example, following the 1997-1998 economic crisis, globalization has strengthened a China-led regionalism and resistance to what was perceived as the expansion of American-led market principles. 52 The effects of globalization on Arab and Muslim countries have been ambivalent: more domestic pressures for democratization of authoritarian political regimes, applied through a minority of liberal intellectuals, feminists, and the media, and conversely rather massive religious fundamental challenges to secular and religious moderate regimes. 53 In other words, from a global perspective, state power is being addressed and challenged in the midst of globalization, but it has certainly not been significantly eroded, and the effects of globalization on states are highly culturally and institutionally contingent and highly diverse. 54 Nation-states have considered new strategies, which, relatively speaking, maintain their political power amidst a more interactive capitalist economy and the increasing effects of multinational economic bodies. Inter alia, examples include relatively non-litigious Japan, which has encouraged a more litigious culture in the WTO; China, which at the outset of the 21st century has adopted some property rights; the U.S., which has controlled the allocation of Internet domains through U.S.-owned multinational companies; North African countries like Egypt and Tunisia, which have modernized the Shari'a and its interpretations and have adapted it to more liberal hermeneutics; and Venezuela, which nationalized the oil companies. 55 Indeed, globalization, with all its Western economic force and the increasing ability of the capitalist elite to transnationalize transactions and labor force, is neither outside the reach of state strategies of control, nor has it been incorporated without significant levels of resistance in various localities. Accordingly, legal pluralism at the outset of the 21st century has been centered on state power through its transformative interactions with global and local agents. Political power has been embedded in the state's abilities to strategize a plurality of legal jurisdictions while also giving up some of its strongholds that have been unveiled due to individual and group rights, to the degree that these rights have been recognized.
In this world setting of local-state-global, where legal pluralism is embedded in struggles over political power, non-ruling communities have constructed distinct legal practices and have asserted their collective expectations of recognition, protection, and empowerment in culture, law, and politics. 56 They may localize the language of human rights, reshape communal practices, and thus raise claims aspiring to anchor their local identities, even local laws, in state law and international law. Yet the empirical evidence as to whether a transnational language of human rights exists in practice is ambivalent at best. Thus, free-trade movements in Latin America and the U.S. have been relatively isolated from each other, and the cooperation between various NGOs around the globe has been very restricted. 57 Similarly, human rights activists in Russia and central Asia have been acting in isolation from the rest of the world, rather disengaged from human rights organizations in other parts of the globe. 58 What might seem to be a transnational language of human rights is still confined, at the outset of the 21st century, mainly to the West.
Since globalization is restricted and contingent, localities are central to legal pluralism that can be strategized by nation-states and generated through communities. Non-ruling communities may be very heterogeneous and may echo various cultural identities in conflict with each other. They often exhibit intersectional practices, through which individuals enrich legal pluralism by means of articulating and constituting various identities in law and towards it. Therefore, individuals who affiliate with different communities may challenge state power in at least two ways. 59 First, they may prevent state law from invading a communal space. Thus, Kimberle W. Crenshaw, a prominent African-American legal scholar, has demonstrated how African-American battered females have suffered from a lack of legal mobilization because of intersectional deprivation under state law and within their communities. 60 They were disempowered within the community of women as African-Americans and in the African-American community as women. Should they prefer their female identity, Crenshaw wonders, and correspondingly inform the police -the agent of the ruling white social class -or should they prefer their ethnic identity and prevent the arrest of their violent African-American husbands? This example shows that a multiplicity of identities at the communal and individual levels may challenge state political power and hinder its expansion into the communal space. Accordingly, individuality in legal pluralism may justify the maintenance of non-inclusive communal cultures, if we presume that some individuals may prefer to live in non-liberal cultures that challenge state power. Since cultural relativism is an important value in legal pluralism, it may prefer non-liberal individual practices in a communal context over liberal state law, fully aware of the existence of non-liberal power in such a communal context. 62 While some feminist NGOs among Israeli-Arab-Palestinian Muslims have mounted a public struggle against this habit, which is rooted in local Muslim practices, prominent members among the communal political elite, i.e., elders among large families, Hammula and communal religious judges, Kadi are forestalling attempts to report such events to the Israeli police. They are reluctant to cooperate with state legal authorities and fear that massive police intervention might undermine their power structure. 63 Hence, in legal pluralism, the very same non-ruling community
We should perceive multifarious identities in each community as sources of various and even irreconcilable legal practices in and towards state law. Postcolonial literature has correctly addressed the argument that communal identities have not been shaped in vacuums. 64 Under the guise of a liberating force, state law has been a colonizing power since it has constructed specific cultural identities through the marginalization of counter-hegemonic identities, this for the purpose of subordinating non-ruling communities, including and predominantly indigenous communities that preceded the modern nation-state. The latter were subjected to massive national efforts to enforce the hegemony of state law and prevent legal pluralism that might revive challenges to the nation-state. Such instances among democracies include, inter alia, Native Americans and Hawaiians in the U.S., the First Nation in Canada, Aboriginals ( ‫اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ‬ ‫.)ﺷﺮف‬ ‫,)ﺣﻤﻮﻟﺔ(‬ ‫,)ﻗﺎﺿﻲ(‬ may simultaneously support state law and challenge it dramatically in an endeavor to gain and maintain local political power. Accordingly, on the one hand legal pluralism may expand state law into communal spaces, but on the other it may hinder state law and curtail its power while offering alternative legal orders.
obedience to the King/ruler. 65 Yet, even state law, which has recurrently been mentioned as a more formal and stable lex scripta than other legal settings, has not been a fixed entity, with fixed and coherent interests and a single identity. Furthermore, the potentialities of non-ruling communities to be sources of challenges to state power as well as hegemonic spaces of power themselves constitute a significant layer of political power in legal pluralism. Accordingly, we have to pay attention to the dynamic interplay between state domination, its own fragmentation in the age of globalization, and the politics of identities through non-ruling communities in legal pluralism. In the next Section I explore how such a compound setting of legal pluralism constitutes transformative relations between various facets of political power.
C. Transformations, Non-Ruling Legal Orders and the Maintenance of Political Power
Nation-states (or, states of nations), which are themselves legal pluralistic, heterogeneous and ruptured entities, 66 are losing some strongholds of political power in the age of neo-liberal globalization. Yet, while economic privatization may also privatize the legal field and form new sources of local and global non-state legal entities, the modern state may still choose different types of strategies vis-a`-vis the phenomenon of legal pluralism to ensure that, though somewhat transformed, its power is not overwhelmingly eroded. While the internationalized economy may constitute its own spaces of regulation and control, nation-states are powerful enough to co-opt agents of globalization. Globalization has generated transformative relations between states and global and local agents, but these transformative relations have also preserved some of the state's power. Nation-states are challenged, as we have seen, by non-ruling communities on the one hand and by global economic forces on the other. The first are asking for more legal autonomy, while the latter are demanding more national deregulation. Since political repression is often very costly, especially for democracies, other strategies drawing on the liberal discourse of human rights may be more available to nation-states in order for them to respond to these pressures and control legal pluralism. Thus, the application of strategies of individual liberal rights doesn't alter the main focus of political power, which is embedded in the state, but it may allow non-ruling communities more leverage in reforming the allocation of public goods through the use of the language of rights. In other words, legal pluralism that is based on individual rights and legal mobilization may alter the allocation of public goods (e.g., reallocation of budgets) for the benefit of some non-ruling communities and deregulated economic organizations; it would not, however, be inclined to ameliorate the very basic structures of political power.
To some extent, political power in legal pluralism is practically negotiated, at local, national, international and transnational levels. Thus, international law has become more involved in domestic affairs, multinational companies are less subject to national regulations, and non-ruling communities enjoy a degree of access to non-state traditions of law that are challenging, even defiant, to the state and its ruling elite. These practical negotiations between states, non-ruling communities and non-state agents, however, have not dramatically altered the fact that the nation-state (still) fundamentally controls the sociopolitical setting. Indeed, legal pluralism may change some facets of political domination. Nonetheless, there are no tangible and consistent empirical findings that demonstrate that the state is entirely losing its political power. At the outset of the 21st century, nation-states have not become obsolete, nor are they overwhelmingly dwindling; rather, they are transforming some of their power through local and global agents. They are recognizing spaces of power of non-ruling communities and global agents, but retaining control of the regulation and boundaries with non-state forces. Consequently, the ways in which nation-states will practice domination may vary in response to pressures of various non-ruling communities through such means as violence, extra-parliamentary activities, legislation, litigation, and appeals to international institutions. Under these types of public pressures, the state may relinquish some of its traditional policies, may acknowledge limits to its scope of jurisdiction, and may accordingly reform some of its public policies.
To the same degree, however, legal pluralism both as a practical reality and as a trend in scholarship may certainly be a veil that legitimizes a strategy of control. States have legalized pluralism through more autonomy for non-ruling communities and more reliance on international regulation. Yet nation-states have not relinquished their control over basic means of surveillance, some taxation, means of producing "national patriotism," legal ideology and punishment. Accordingly, to presume that legal pluralism is critically and overwhelmingly changing political power is to ignore the fact that legal pluralism itself is also a product of the state's political and legal strategy. Thus, in countries such as India, Canada, and Israel, to mention just a few, the scope of legal pluralism and its essence were carefully tailored by the political elite in a context that was shaped through various traditions and practices. 67 Thus, legal pluralism was aimed to furnish non-ruling communities with some legal rights, primarily in the religious and cultural spheres, while hindering demands for changes to the structure of the political regime. Legal pluralism has been a political tactic to use recognition in order to disempower claims for reforming the forms of political power organized and maintained by the nation-state.
CONCLUSION
What a theory of political power in legal pluralism should do is differentiate between various dimensions in domination and state strategies. Some of these dimensions will be altered as part of the transformative relations between state's agents, non-ruling communities, the politics of identities, and globalization, with its various contingencies around the world. Other dimensions that are perceived by the political elite as crucial for preserving their political power will remain rather intact. Law is a mechanism to promote and maintain these processes. The legal pluralism scholarship has critically refined both Weber's state centralism and Foucault's emphasis on modern sovereignty; these advances notwithstanding, it has still to provide us with a more detailed and satisfactory theory of political power. Instead of asking only "what is law," a classic question in legal pluralism, we should ask who makes law, in which structures, through which agents, and for what purposes. We need to look into transformative relations between local, national, and global agents, and to locate political power through the ways in which it has been structured in these transformative relations. An elaborated theory of transformative law and power may also explicate for us how law may pluralize itself beyond the state, while political power partly embedded in the state, and partly located outside it, can and should be examined and reexamined.
